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Abstract
Drought-related tree mortality is now a widespread phenomenon predicted to increase 
in magnitude with climate change. However, the patterns of which species and trees 
are most vulnerable to drought, and the underlying mechanisms have remained elu-
sive, in part due to the lack of relevant data and difficulty of predicting the location of 
catastrophic drought years in advance. We used long-term demographic records and 
extensive databases of functional traits and distribution patterns to understand the re-
sponses of 20–53 species to an extreme drought in a seasonally dry tropical forest in 
Costa Rica, which occurred during the 2015 El Niño Southern Oscillation event. Overall, 
species-specific mortality rates during the drought ranged from 0% to 34%, and varied 
little as a function of tree size. By contrast, hydraulic safety margins correlated well with 
probability of mortality among species, while morphological or leaf economics spec-
trum traits did not. This firmly suggests hydraulic traits as targets for future research.
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1  | INTRODUC TION

Drought-related tree mortality is now a widespread phenom-
enon predicted to increase in magnitude with climate change 
(Allen et al., 2010), affecting trees in boreal (Peng et al., 2011), 
temperate (Millar & Stephenson, 2015), and tropical rain forests 
(McDowell et al., 2018; Phillips et al., 2009). This is projected to 
have enormous impacts on the structure and function of forest 
ecosystems (Johnson et al., 2016), global biogeochemical cycles 
(Reichstein et al., 2013), and provisioning of ecosystem services 
(Anderegg, Kane, & Anderegg, 2012). Thus, understanding the 
mechanisms driving tree death during drought and which trees 
are most vulnerable is a high priority (Allen et al., 2010). Meta-
analyses have shown that morphological (Greenwood et al., 2017) 
and/or hydraulic traits (Anderegg et al., 2016) provide insight into 
mechanisms of tree mortality during drought. However, whether 
strong trait-drought vulnerability relationships present in global 
meta-analyses are also present at a regional scale is not clear, as 
trait coordination among axes of the leaf economics spectrum 
may show strong patterns at coarse but not local scales (Messier, 
McGill, Enquist, & Lechowicz, 2017), because of intra-specific 
variation (Hulshof & Swenson, 2010) or trait plasticity (Anderegg 
et al., 2018). Moreover, additional knowledge gaps remain, includ-
ing the degree to which mechanisms such as hydraulic failure and 
carbon starvation account for mortality during extreme drought 
(Sala, Piper, & Hoch, 2010), which traits underlie these mecha-
nisms, whether species' biogeographic distribution patterns along 
rainfall gradients correlate with vulnerability (Esquivel-Muelbert 
et al., 2017), and if larger trees are more susceptible to death than 
smaller individuals as some studies report (Bennett, McDowell, 
Allen, & Anderson-Teixeira, 2015; Trugman et al., 2018) or if 
younger individuals in early successional environments are more 
vulnerable (Uriarte et al., 2016).

Part of this confusion stems from the fact that it has been dif-
ficult to determine which traits or species characteristics predict 
mortality during drought because of the lack of appropriate demo-
graphic and trait data collected simultaneously for a large number 
of tree species exposed to severe natural drought. This problem is 
especially acute when considering particularly diverse ecosystems 
such as tropical forests. Critical observations designed to study the 
effects of natural drought in diverse tropical systems are lacking 
due to the unlikelihood of predicting the location of a catastrophic 
drought years in advance. However, these are precisely the kind 
of data that are needed to understand how forests will respond 
to ongoing and future changes in tropical rainfall regimes (Feng, 
Porporato, & Rodriguez-Iturbe, 2013).

During 2015, a severe El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) was 
associated with a substantial decrease in precipitation and an in-
crease in daily temperature in the tropics (Burton, Rifai, & Malhi, 
2018; Cooley et al., 2019). This abnormally strong drought caused 
major damage to forests in northwestern Costa Rica and in doing 
so provided the opportunity to investigate the functional charac-
teristics associated with species drought vulnerability under an 

optimal design, i.e., during an extreme natural event that resulted 
in high tree mortality. Because many species in seasonally dry 
tropical forests are already adapted to periodic water shortages, 
it has been an open question whether these ecosystems will be 
vulnerable or resilient to changes in rainfall (Allen et al., 2017). 
Here, we combined long-term demographic records (pre- and 
post-drought) from forest monitoring plots, additional surveys 
of mortality for over 6,200 trees from 53 species, measurements 
of functional and hydraulic traits, and geographic models of tree 
species' hydrologic niches for regenerating seasonally dry tropical 
forest. Our goals were to quantify the impact of the severe 2015 
ENSO event on tree mortality, and to discriminate among multiple 
potential variables to find those that best explained which trees 
and species succumbed to drought. Our study firmly suggests that 
many of these tropical forest species are indeed sensitive to ex-
treme drought, and helps to guide future empirical and modeling 
work by revealing the patterns and mechanisms of mortality in a 
single forest using a remarkably rich dataset in an understudied 
ecosystem.

2  | MATERIAL S AND METHODS

2.1 | Study sites

We conducted this study in the northwestern region of Costa 
Rica at Sector Santa Rosa (10.848N, 85.628W), which is part of 
Área de Conservación Guanacaste (ACG), and Palo Verde National 
Park (10.358N, 85.358W), part of Área de Conservación Arenal-
Tempisque. Mean annual temperature is ~25°C. Vegetation in-
cludes mixtures of early, mid, and late successional tropical dry 
forest plant associations (Gillespie, Grijalva, & Farris, 2000), with 
a regional tree species pool of ~140 species from 45 families 
(Powers, Becknell, Irving, & Perez-Aviles, 2009). Plant communi-
ties at Santa Rosa include sites on low fertility soils dominated by 
a species of oak, Quercus oleoides Schltdl. & Cham. (Powers et al., 
2009). Soils in the region are heterogeneous in texture, depth, and 
fertility (Powers et al., 2009), and include parent materials such 
as volcanic tuff (Leiva, Mata, Rocha, & Gutiérrez-Soto, 2009) or 
limestone (Hartshorn, 1983) that have low water holding capac-
ity, which may exacerbate the effects of low rainfall on trees. 
Unfortunately, we do not have georeferenced tree locations or 
high resolution soil maps, so our mortality analyses cannot ad-
dress edaphic factors. 

Annual precipitation differs slightly between the sites, ranging 
from a 35 year mean of 1,708 mm in Santa Rosa to a 10 year mean of 
1,691 mm at Palo Verde (O'Brien, Aviles, & Powers, 2018). Both sites 
experience a strong 5–6 month dry season that usually spans from 
late November to mid-May. The strong ENSO of 2015 coincided 
with the lowest reported annual rainfall at Santa Rosa (626 mm) in 
the existing 35 year record from local, manual gauges (Figure S1) 
and a 64 year record from global datasets (Cooley et al., 2019). The 
lowest annual rainfall on record for Palo Verde occurred during 2014 
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(953 mm). The effects of exceptionally low rainfall in 2015 may 
also have been exacerbated by the shortened rainy season in 2014 
(Castro, Sanchez-Azofeifa, & Sato, 2018). While we used the simple 
metric of annual rainfall to quantify the magnitude of the drought 
attributed to the 2015 ENSO, other drought indices corroborate the 
severity of the 2015 ENSO for both forests (Methods S1; Figure S1).

2.2 | Mortality data

Our data came from three sources that differ in the minimum stem 
diameter sampled (Table S1; see Methods S1 for details on how the 
datasets were merged). First, we used data from eighteen 0.1 ha  
long-term monitoring plots to obtain plot-level estimates of an-
nual mortality rates as the percentage of newly dead trees to the 
total number of trees censused from 2008 to 2017. These plots 
were established along gradients of edaphic variation and forest 
age, and share a common history of secondary forest succession 
following abandonment from grazing or agriculture, and are de-
scribed in detail elsewhere (O'Brien et al., 2018; Waring, Adams, 
Branco, & Powers, 2016). Estimated forest ages in 2008 ranged 
from 6 to 61 years and there are six plots in the oak forest in Santa 
Rosa, and six plots each in diverse dry forest in Santa Rosa and 
Palo Verde. The total number of trees (≥10 cm diameter at breast  
height [DBH]) included in the long-term monitoring plot dataset 
ranged from 670 to 770 among census years. Second, we added 
observations of tree mortality in 2015 in eight 0.2 ha transects 
located in intermediate aged secondary to mature forest includ-
ing both oak and more diverse forest communities in Santa Rosa. 
In these transects, we identified all trees >10 cm DBH, measured 
diameters, and noted tree status as alive or recently dead. Third, 
we used other plot or focal tree datasets from Santa Rosa includ-
ing three 1.0 ha plots with twelve 0.1 ha nested subplots for small 
diameter stems, and repeated monthly surveys of 293 trees initially 
established along trails to monitor flower and fruit production and 
phenology of trees used by primates. This third data type allowed 
us to increase our observations of mortality during 2015 for a total 
sample of ~6,200 trees, and also permitted analyses of smaller 
sizes classes, as 2.0 cm DBH was the smallest stem recorded in 
this dataset. Of these three combined data sources for 2015, there 
were 53 species with between 26 and 623 individuals, for which 
we estimated species-specific 2015 mortality rates (Data Table S1; 
Table S1). Multi-stemmed trees were only counted as dead if all of 
the stems died. In 2016 we repeated our mortality census during 
the wet season in the 18 long-term monitoring plots to verify that 
trees that had apparently died in 2015 were indeed still dead and/
or had not resprouted (we found no resprouters and only a few 
trees that appeared dead in 2015 but alive in 2016). Thus, we may 
have overestimated mortality rates in 2015, but only slightly. In 
practice, distinguishing recently dead trees from live, leafless trees 
or trees that had died over a year before our censuses was not dif-
ficult using criteria of the presence of small branches and twigs in 
recently dead trees, absence of damage to bark, etc. (Methods S1).

We acknowledge that drought can interact with other distur-
bance agents such as fire (Brando et al., 2014), insects like bark 
beetles (Stephenson, Das, Ampersee, Bulaon, & Yee, 2019), and  
or/fungal pathogens (Oliva, Stenlid, & Martínez-Vilalta, 2014) in 
causing tree mortality. Indeed, it is likely that the oak trees in our 
study area are suffering from some fungal pathogen (J. S. Powers, 
personal observation). However, due to the unanticipated strength 
of the 2015 ENSO drought and the large number of species we sam-
pled, we were not able to explicitly quantify interactions between 
drought and additional mortality agents in this study.

2.3 | Morphological and chemical traits and 
successional status

Many studies suggest that commonly measured morphological 
traits are correlated with response to drought (Aleixo et al., 2019; 
Greenwood et al., 2017). We used species-specific mean trait 
values from previously published data that were collected from 
multiple trees per species located in this region (Powers & Tiffin, 
2010). The traits we used in the correlation analysis included wood 
density (g/cm3), specific leaf area (SLA in units of cm2/g), foliar ni-
trogen (%), and foliar phosphorus (%). Trait data were available for 
41 species out of 53. A quantitative index of 34 species' distribu-
tional preferences along gradients of forest age (i.e., successional 
status) was obtained from a previous study in this region (Werden, 
Becknell, & Powers, 2018). We extracted maximum observed DBH 
from the combined 2015 dataset described above or our extensive 
measurements of forest plots in this region described elsewhere 
(Becknell & Powers, 2014) and used whichever of these values was 
largest.

2.4 | Hydraulic traits

We selected a subset of 18–20 species that spanned a range of  
mortality during the drought for further study (Data Table S1). These 
diverse species come from 14 families but also include four species 
from the Fabaceae, which is the most abundant and diverse family in 
the study region (Powers et al., 2009), and represent a range of leaf 
habits (e.g., evergreen, semideciduous and deciduous). We collected 
field data or collated values from previous studies members of our 
team have published (Brodribb, Holbrook, Edwards, & Gutierrez, 2003) 
for two hydraulic traits: turgor loss point (TLP) and leaf P50, i.e., water 
potential at 50% leaf xylem embolism. TLP was obtained by construct-
ing pressure–volume curves (PV-curves; Tyree & Hammel, 1972). To 
sample plant material for the PV-curves we collected >1 m long canopy 
branches during predawn and returned them to the lab inside black 
plastic bags where we selected fully expanded new leaves that were 
cut under water and allowed to hydrate completely for 2–3 hr, ensur-
ing an initial water potential close to zero. Leaves were then allowed 
to dehydrate while periodically measuring water potential and leaf 
mass. To obtain TLP from the PV-curves we estimated the saturated 
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water content (SWC, g) of a leaf and then calculated the relative water 
content as RWC = (H2Omass/SWC) × 100. We regressed the inverse 
leaf water potential against 100-RWC to obtain TLP as the value when 
the slope changes (Bartlett, Scoffoni, & Sack, 2012; Tyree & Hammel, 
1972). For many of the species, multiple TLP measurements were 
made by one to three different observers over time and averaged.

Leaf water potential at 50% embolism (leaf P50) was measured using 
the optical method to visually quantify the number of embolism events 
in leaf veins (Brodribb et al., 2016). Although this technique indicates 
the area of cavitation in the leaf, it has been shown to closely reflect 
changes in hydraulic resistance (Brodribb et al., 2016). Measurements 
were made on two to three adult trees per species and averaged. We 
collected sun exposed branches >1 m long before dawn to ensure max-
imum leaf water potentials and minimal tension on the water column, 
after cutting samples down they were transported immediately to the 
field station in bags. We measured water potentials on two leaves per 
sample, before the start of the embolism quantification to ensure water 
potentials >−0.5 MPa. We did not measure vessel length in this study; 
however, in a different study at this site, we measured vessel lengths for 
a large number of many of the same species, and they ranged from 14.1 
to 70.5 cm, with a mean value of 36.3 cm (G. Vargas G., unpublished 
data). A psychrometer (ICT) was fitted to the distal part of branches 
and a mature leaf was enclosed in an Epson Perfection V800 Photo 
Color Scanner (Epson America, Inc.) that took high resolution images 
of the leaves dehydrating while attached to their respective branches. 
Leaves were scanned every 5 min as branches dehydrated, and the ap-
pearance of embolisms in the leaf vasculature was quantified by image 
analysis (see www.opens ource ov.org for details). Initially, we made 
sporadic measurement of water potential with a pressure chamber to 
ensure consistency between the psychrometers and pressure cham-
ber and verify that the psychrometers were installed correctly. Leaves  
were considered 100% embolized when no more embolisms were 
observed for a period of 5 hr and they appeared crispy dry. Plots of 
water potential versus cumulative embolism were used to determine 
the water potential at 50% embolism (leaf P50). In these cases, we used 
average values per species. For both leaf P50 and TLP, we collected 
branches from apparently healthy mature trees in ACG (Sectors Santa 
Rosa and Horizontes) during the months of early July to late October 
which represent the wettest period of the year.

We were interested in the “hydraulic safety margin” of trees 
(HSM), which measured the extent to which plants protect their 
water transport systems from damage associated with xylem em-
bolism. Other studies have previously defined HSM based upon 
stem traits as the difference between the minimum water potential 
(Ψmin) and water potential at 50% loss of conductivity (Ψ50; Choat 
et al., 2012). However, in our study system previous work has shown 
that tree water loss is greatly reduced when leaf water potential ap-
proaches the TLP triggering stomatal closure (Brodribb & Holbrook, 
2003) and likely leaf shedding (Wolfe, Sperry, & Kursar, 2016). Thus 
we defined the HSM based on leaf measurements as the difference 
between leaf P50 and TLP for a species. Trees that shut their stomata 
far in advance of the water potential at which they reach 50% leaf 
embolism have a larger stomatal safety margin and should be able 

to avoid damaging xylem embolism for longer than species with a 
smaller difference between leaf P50 and TLP (Brodribb & Holbrook, 
2004). To avoid confusion, we refer to our measurement of leaf water 
potential at 50% loss of conductance as leaf P50 throughout the text.

2.5 | Hydrologic niches

We accessed georeferenced occurrence records for all species in 
our dataset from the BIEN database (http://bien.nceas.ucsb.edu/
bien/). Two species did not appear in this database (Cedrela odorata 
and Simarouba glauca). In those cases we used occurrence records 
from Global Biodiversity Information Facility (GBIF; www.gbif.org). 
There were three species that we could not obtain information for, in 
two cases because we only had species identifications to genus and 
in one case because there were no records in either BIEN or GBIF. 
We extracted average monthly rainfall (from years 1979 to 2013) 
for each record from the Climatologies at High Resolution for the 
Earth's Land Surface Areas (CHELSA) dataset (Karger et al., 2017), 
which has a spatial resolution of 30 arc-seconds. With these mean 
monthly rainfall climatologies we calculated annual rainfall and the 
seasonality index (Feng et al., 2013), a measure of rainfall seasonality 
that incorporates the magnitude of rainfall and the concentration of 
that rainfall in the wet season, and dry season length (i.e., number of 
months with climatic water deficit <0) for each occurrence record. 
Annual rainfall, seasonality index, and dry season length values were 
averaged across occurrence records for each species to define the 
hydrological niche. If there was more than one species occurrence 
record within one CHELSA cell, that cell was only counted once in 
calculating summary statistics. The number of CHELSA cells that 
went into the niche models ranged from 5 to 5,495 with an average 
of 992 grid cells per species.

2.6 | Statistical analyses

Our first question was whether plot-level mortality rates differed 
significantly among years from 2009 to 2017 in the 18 long-term 
monitoring plots. For this analysis, we counted the number of dead 
trees per year and the total number of trees, including all stems 
≥10 cm DBH for each of the 18 plots and used a bootstrapped 
Fisher exact test with 10,000 samples. p-Values were estimated 
using a Monte Carlo simulation procedure to test whether the ratio 
of dead trees to total trees was independent of year (p = .00001). 
Furthermore, we performed a bootstrap test with 10,000 samples 
to see whether for each year mortality rate z-values were different 
from “background” mortality rate z-value (i.e., defining background 
mortality as the 9 year mean mortality rate for all years). To perform 
this analysis, we calculated z-values as follows:

where for a given plot i at a given year y the z value could be de-
scribed as the mortality rate r minus the bootstrapped background 

ziy=
(

ri− rb
)

∕ �b,

http://www.opensourceov.org
http://bien.nceas.ucsb.edu/bien/
http://bien.nceas.ucsb.edu/bien/
http://www.gbif.org
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mortality rate estimated as the global mean mortality rate for all 
the plots in all years (rb) divided by the standard deviation (�b) of  
rb. Then the probability of mortality being higher (py) for a given year 
was calculated as:

where ziy represents the z value for each bootstrapped plot i at a given 
year y, zb the background mortality rate z-value, and n the total num-
ber of bootstrapped samples. With this approach we were able to cor-
roborate that mortality rates during 2015 and 2016 were significantly 
higher than the background mortality rates (Table S2). We performed 
additional analyses to rule out the possibility that elevated plot-level 
mortality rates were due to a single, exceptionally vulnerable species 
(Figure S2).

Second, we investigated the role of tree diameter in deter-
mining mortality patterns. We first compared the diameters 
of trees that died during 2015 to trees that died during other 
years using an unpaired Wilcoxon test using the 18 long-term 
plot data (Figure S3). Next, to better understand whether size 
helped to explain which trees died during 2015 in the combined 
2015 dataset, we performed a logistic regression with mortality 
as a binary response variable (0 = alive in 2015, 1 = died in 2015) 
for all the pooled individuals from all transects (stems ≥ 10 cm 
DBH) and plots (stems ≥ 2.2 cm DBH). We used individual trees' 
DBH as our metric of tree size, and we used the value for the 
single stem with the largest diameter for multi-stemmed trees. 
Analyses were restricted to the 53 species with ≥26 individu-
als. We performed two analyses. The first model did not include 
species as an effect. In this model, the probability of mortality 
is described by:

In this logistic regression model, Mortalityi is binomial distrib-
uted with probability πi and ni = 1 independent trials (one tree can 
only die once). The log odds ratio of πi is described as a linear re-
sponse to DBHi. With this approach we found a significant effect of 
DBHi on mortality rates (α = −3.0400, β = 0.0094, p = .0111), imply-
ing a slight increase in the probability of mortality (πi) toward larger 
DBHi values. Pr(Dead|DBH) values ranged from 0.04 in smaller size 
classes to 0.2 in larger size classes, which follows right skewed tree 
size distribution in the community.

We also investigated whether mortality risk and its dependence 
on size varied among species. In this model, the probability of mor-
tality is described by:

Similar to the first model, in this logistic regression model, 
Mortalityi|Speciesi is binomial distributed with probability πi and 
ni = 1 independent trials. The log odds ratio of πi for any given spe-
cies is described as a linear response to DBHi. When including spe-
cies in the model, the significant effect of DBHi on mortality rates 
disappeared (α = −2.7560, Sp = 0.8793, β = 0.0055, p = .0692), sug-
gesting that the dependence of mortality on tree size varies among 
species. To test for this possibility, we performed species-specific 
logistic regressions for each of the 53 abundant species in the com-
bined 2015 dataset (Data Table S1). Full details of these analyses and 
goodness-of-fit tests appear in Methods S1.

Our next question was whether traits (morphological, chemical, 
or hydraulic), maximum tree size, successional status or dimensions 
of species' hydrologic niches were correlated with species-specific 
2015 mortality rates estimated from the full dataset. For this, we 
used Pearson weighted correlation coefficients with each species 
as a data point weighted by sample size, i.e., number of individu-
als, used to estimate 2015 mortality rates, for all analyses involving 
mortality. The rationale for weighting 2015 mortality rates by sam-
ple size is that our confidence in the mortality estimates is higher 
for species represented by a larger number of individuals.

We performed a bootstrapped estimation of the standard er-
rors for each correlation using 5,000 samples, in order to address 
heteroscedasticity in the correlations and to obtain more reliable 
p values. For the pairwise correlations among all variables that ex-
cluded 2015 mortality rates, we used the same bootstrap approach 
but without any weighting. The number of species differed among 
analyses because we did not have measurements of all traits for all 
species. Variables included in this analysis were: 2015 mortality 
rate, leaf P50, TLP, HSM (TLP-leaf P50), wood density, specific leaf 
area, foliar phosphorous, foliar nitrogen, maximum DBH, mean 
rainfall niche, mean rainfall seasonality, dry season length, and 
successional status. We also investigated whether species-specific 
mortality rates during the drought or traits differed among leaf 
phenology groups (i.e., evergreen, deciduous, and semideciduous 
species) using a Kruskal–Wallis rank sum test for mortality rates, 
and analysis of variance (ANOVA) for the other traits.

We then used regression analysis to determine the relation-
ship between species-specific mortality rates during the drought 
and the best correlated variables, HSM and mean seasonality, to 
determine whether these relationships are linear or otherwise. We 
fit four models to the relationship between mortality and HSM or 
seasonality index (linear, quadratic polynomial, quadratic splines 
and piecewise regression). Confidence intervals for each model 
were generated through 5,000 bootstrapped samples to generate 
confidence intervals and we used the Akaike information criterion 
(AIC) to select the model that best fit the data (Tables S2 and S3). All 
analyses were conducted in the R 3.2.3 statistical software (R Core 
Team, 2017), using packages car (Fox & Weisberg, 2011), Hmisc (Harrell 
Jr & Dupont, 2018), lme4 (Bates, Maechler, Bolker, & Walker, 2015),  

py=

∑

ziy≤zb
ziy

n
,

Mortalityi∼B(1,�i),

E(Mortalityi)=�i and var(Mortalityi)=�i× (1−�i),

log(�i∕(1−�i))=�+�×DBHi.

Mortalityi|Speciesi∼B(1,�i),

E(Mortalityi)=�i and var(Mortalityi)=�i× (1−�i),

log(�i∕(1−�i)|Speciesi)=�+Sp0i+�×DBHi,

Sp0i∼N(0, �2).
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mass (Venables & Ripley, 2002), segmented (Muggeo, 2003, 2008), 
and splines (R Core Team, 2017).

3  | RESULTS

Predrought average annual mortality rates among trees in all 
plots ranged from a low of 0.66% to a high of 3.08% during 

2009–2014 (Figure 1). By contrast, the mortality rate in these 
same plots during the extreme drought of 2015 increased signifi-
cantly to 6.14% and remained elevated in 2016, before returning 
to more typical, lower rates in 2017 (Figure 1; Table S1). We ruled 
out the possibility that these plot-level mortality patterns were 
biased by a single dominant species that was extremely vulner-
able to low rainfall by comparing average, background mortality 
rates (2009–2014) to 2015 mortality rates for 23 abundant spe-
cies in these plots with a Wilcoxon signed rank test (W = 115, 
p = .008; Figure S2). The fact that the year with the highest mor-
tality rates at both the plot- and species-level coincided with the 
strong ENSO event clearly suggests a causal link between tree 
mortality and low rainfall.

In our expanded dataset from 2015, there were 53 tree and shrub 
species with between 26 and 623 individuals per species for which 
we calculated species-specific ENSO-mortality rates as the percent-
age of individuals that died during 2015. Overall, species-specific 
mortality rates during the 2015 ENSO varied enormously, from a 
low of 0% to a high of 34% (Figure 2). Mortality rates did not vary 
consistently among species with different leaf habits (Kruskal–Wallis 
χ2 = 1.23, df = 2, p = .5277; Figure S4).

Compared to diameters of trees that died in previous years in the 
18 forest inventory plots (which only censuses trees ≥10 cm DBH), 
the average diameter of trees that died in 2015 (12.8 cm) was smaller 
than that of trees that died outside of the drought year (16.9 cm; 
W = 9,063.5, p = 0.0019; Figure S3). We further examined the re-
lationship between diameter and probability of mortality during 
drought in the expanded 2015 dataset. Consistent with some other 
studies (Phillips et al., 2010), the relationship between mortality rate 
and size (as indexed by DBH) depended on species (Figure 3). Of 
the 53 species we studied, only five had significant relationships 
(p < .05) between tree size as indexed by diameter and probability 
of dying during the 2015 drought (Figure 3; Data Table S1). Of these 

F I G U R E  1   Yearly precipitation in Sector Santa Rosa in the Área 
de Conservación Guanacaste (dashed line) and Parque Nacional 
Palo Verde, Costa Rica (continuous line) and annual plot-level 
mortality rates of trees ≥10 cm diameter at breast height in 18 
0.1 ha long-term monitoring plots (12 plots in Santa Rosa and six 
plots in Palo Verde) from 2009 to 2017. Error bars represent the 
97.5% confidence intervals from a bootstrap with 10,000 samples. 
Significance levels (*p < .05 and **p < .01) represent the probability 
that the bootstrapped mean mortality for a given year is greater 
than the bootstrapped mean mortality over the 9 year period 
of background mortality rates (dotted line). Data were pooled 
between the two conservation areas for analysis to yield more 
robust estimates of interannual variation in mortality rates

F I G U R E  2   Species-specific mortality rates during an extreme drought for 53 species in seasonally dry tropical forest in northwestern 
Costa Rica using the combined dataset of trees sampled in 2015 only. The dotted line represents average plot-level mortality rates from 
2009–2014 in 18 long-term forest plots (trees >10 cm diameter at breast height) and the dashed line indicates the average plot-level 
mortality rate during the 2015 El Niño Southern Oscillation derived from the same plots. Refer to Data Table S1 for species codes. Species 
are color-coded by leaf phenology (i.e., evergreen, deciduous, or semideciduous)
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F I G U R E  3   Mortality during the 2015 El Niño Southern Oscillation as a function of diameter at breast height for three species showing 
contrasting patterns, (a) Apeiba tibourbou (increasing), (b) Quercus oleoides (no relationship), and (c) Sebastiana pavoniana (decreasing). 
Analyses were based on the 2015 combined dataset. DBH, diameter at breast height

F I G U R E  4   (a) Pearson correlation coefficients for pairwise relationships among species-specific 2015 mortality rates from the combined 
dataset (MR2015), traits, hydrologic niches (mean annual rainfall, seasonality, and dry season length) and an index of successional status. 
The number of species used in each analysis was 18–19 for all correlations involving hydraulic traits, but otherwise varied depending upon 
available data. See Supporting Information for full details. Significance levels at: p < .05 (*), p < .01 (**) and p < .001 (***) are indicated as white 
asterisks within cells in the correlation matrix. (b) Bootstrapped regression models of tree mortality rates during the 2015 El Niño Southern 
Oscillation are related to hydraulic safety margin, as measured by turgor loss point minus leaf P50 (R2 = .62, p = .0007) and (c) and seasonality 
index (R2 = .09, p = .0488). Where each point represents one species, point sizes according to sample size (min = 26; max = 623), black 
lines represent the bootstrapped mean estimate of mortality for a given value of each predictor, dashed lines represent 95% bootstrapped 
confidence intervals, and gray lines represent each of the 5,000 bootstrapped mean estimates of mortality for a given value of each predictor
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species, three showed increasing probability of mortality with size 
and two showed decreasing probabilities as size increased (Data 
Table S1). Sample sizes used to estimate mortality rates are unlikely 
to have played a role in these results because they ranged from 29 to 
423 for the group of species with significant size relationships, and 
from 26 to 623 for the rest of the species.

The weak relationships between tree size and mortality at our 
field sites suggest that other factors such as interspecific differences 
in species' functional characteristics may play an important role in 
response to drought. Despite marked interspecific variation in traits 
and distribution characteristics (Data Table S1), only three vari-
ables were significantly correlated with species-specific 2015 mor-
tality rates (Figure 4a): leaf P50 (r = .60; p = .00001), HSM (r = −.70; 
p = .00001; Figure 4b) and mean rainfall seasonality niche (r = −.31; 
p = .002; Figure 4c). These results were qualitatively consistent 
whether correlations were weighted by species sample size or not 
(results not shown). Species that had large HSMs experienced little 
to no mortality during the extreme drought, while trees with narrow 
HSMs had high mortality rates (Figure 4a,b). The fact that neither 
maximum diameter nor successional status was correlated with mor-
tality rates in any analysis suggests that our results are not biased by 
the inclusion of species from early successional groups or species that 
are small statured. Further analysis revealed a non-linear relationship 
as the best fit between mortality and HSM (Table S2) and a linear 
relationship for mean seasonality niche (Table S3). Last, it is unlikely 
that the strong relationship between HSM and mortality during the 
drought was mediated by leaf habit or leaf phenology, as all traits ex-
cept for foliar nitrogen did not vary consistently among deciduous, 
evergreen, or semideciduous species (Figure S5).

4  | DISCUSSION

There is widespread interest in understanding when and where 
trees die in response to drought (Allen et al., 2010). In species-rich 
ecosystems such as tropical forests, high diversity further ham-
pers our ability to understand vulnerability to extreme climate 
events. Our long-term demographic data and large databases of 
functional and hydraulic traits, coupled with the extreme natural 
drought event in 2015 that resulted in high tree mortality, pro-
vided an unprecedented opportunity to understand the functional 
characteristics that underlie variation in tree responses. Prior 
meta-analyses have established links between hydraulic traits 
and mortality (Anderegg et al., 2016; Griffin-Nolan et al., 2018), 
and other studies have shown links between hydraulic traits and 
other metrics of forest performance such as canopy conductance 
(Barros et al., 2019) or sap flux (Maréchaux et al., 2018). By con-
trast, our results are novel in that they demonstrate a strong rela-
tionship between hydraulic traits and mortality for a large number 
of co-occurring species, which is perhaps the most extreme poten-
tial response to drought.

Thus, our results provide strong, albeit indirect, evidence that 
hydraulic failure is the causal mechanism of tree mortality during 

extreme drought in northwestern Costa Rica. We tamper this con-
clusion by acknowledging that HSM was the best predictor of mor-
tality among the variables that we measured; there may be other 
important traits we did not measure that may contribute to drought 
resistance. Nevertheless, in our study system tree species with large 
safety margins apparently avoided lethal damage to their vascular 
systems either by closing stomata early in drought or by producing 
embolism-resistant xylem. This damage avoidance strategy appears 
to outweigh other potential adaptive strategies such as leaf phenol-
ogy (which was not correlated with mortality; Figure S4) or rooting 
depth, which does vary as a function of leaf habit (Smith-Martin, 
Xu, Medvigy, Schnitzer, & Powers, 2019), suggesting that hydrau-
lic safety is the primary determinant of mortality during drought 
(Martin-St Paul, Delzon, & Cochard, 2017). The association between 
HSM, which in this case was a foliar index, and tree mortality em-
phasizes the integrative capacity of the leaf in terms of registering 
and responding to whole-plant stress. This result suggests that there 
is little systematic variation in xylem vulnerability to embolism be-
tween tissues within an individual plant, or that variation scales with 
the sensitivity of the leaf to embolism. Recent studies across diverse 
species support this explanation suggesting that root, stem and leaf 
tissues within individual plants are relatively coordinated in their 
vulnerability to embolism (Rodriguez-Dominguez, Carins Murphy, 
Lucani, & Brodribb, 2018; Skelton, Brodribb, & Choat, 2017).

Tree survial during drought depends on a number of factors 
including cambial vitality, which in turn may depend on various 
other traits, such as bark/stem transpiration, hydraulic capac-
itance (of bark and xylem tissue), and compartmentalization. 
Nevertheless, our data contribute to the growing evidence for an 
association between the vulnerability of plant hydraulic systems 
to embolism and the prospects of plants incurring damage during 
drought (Choat et al., 2018). By combining detailed tree survey 
data with targeted hydraulic characterization of species during 
a major tropical die-back event our study provides strong sup-
port for the use of embolism thresholds and plant safety margins 
as predictive metrics for understanding drought mortality. The 
advantage of such metrics is that they can be used to parame-
terize mechanistic models of plant gas exchange (Sperry et al., 
2016) and survival (Martin-St Paul et al., 2017), thus providing 
the potential to predict not only productivity, but also community 
structure under future climatic scenarios. Importantly, traits such 
as wood density, SLA, and foliar nutrients were poorly correlated 
with vulnerability to drought or hydraulic traits (Figure 4a). This 
casts doubt about the utility of the so-called “leaf economics 
spectrum” or morphological traits to predict vulnerability to 
drought, as some meta-analyses (Greenwood et al., 2017) and 
other long-term demographic studies suggest (Aleixo et al., 2019), 
and identifies hydraulic traits as high priorities for further study. 
Our results also highlight a role for geographic distribution data in 
forecasting which species are vulnerable to drought in particular 
regions (Figure 4c; Esquivel-Muelbert et al., 2017). In our local 
study region with a very seasonal rainfall distribution, tree spe-
cies whose core distributions are in areas that experience less 
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seasonal rainfall suffered the most mortality during this extreme 
event.

While our results provide strong evidence of linkages between 
vulnerability to drought and HSMs, our analyses provided surpris-
ingly little support for any relationship—positive or negative—be-
tween mortality and tree size. Many studies have found that larger 
trees are more vulnerable to drought than smaller ones (Bennett 
et al., 2015; Trugman et al., 2018), while others have predicted that 
younger and presumably smaller trees have higher drought-induced 
mortality in secondary forest landscapes (Uriarte et al., 2016). 
Our study landscape is dominated by secondary forests (typically 
>20–40 years after the removal of agriculture and grazing; Calvo-
Alvarado, McLennan, Sanchez-Azofeifa, & Garvin, 2009), which 
initially led us to expect higher mortality in smaller size classes. 
However, it appears that tree size is not an important predictor of 
mortality during extreme drought for the majority of species in this 
forest. It is possible that species-specific hydraulic traits that un-
derpin vulnerability to drought supersede tree size or successional 
status of the species in this regenerating forest. Similarly, in a study 
of the interactions between bark beetles and tree mortality during 
a severe drought in the Sierra Nevada mountains of California, tree 
species-specific bark beetles attacked different size classes of trees, 
which effectively precluded any general relationship between tree 
size and vulnerability to drought (Stephenson et al., 2019). Thus, 
species-specific information may be required to predict the demo-
graphic impacts of drought-induced mortality.

Last, although we were limited in our ability to explore fully leg-
acy effects of drought, the data from our long-term plots do indeed 
suggest such effects. Mortality rates continued to be elevated above 
background rates in 2016, even though rainfall rebounded (Figure 1). 
This is consistent with light detection and ranging (LiDAR)-based 
observations of declining forest biomass in the Amazon three to 
four years after a severe drought (Yang et al., 2018) and declines 
in growth rates inferred from tree rings in Northern Hemisphere 
forests (Anderegg et al., 2015). Whether the same mechanism, i.e., 
hydraulic failure, or other explanations such as carbon starvation are 
responsible for the lagged mortality following extreme drought in 
the dry forest we studied in Costa Rica deserves further study.

Drought has well-documented effects on tropical moist and wet 
forest carbon cycling (Phillips et al., 2009) and species composition 
(Condit, 1998). Here we show that regenerating, seasonally dry 
tropical forest is similarly sensitive to changes in rainfall and an ex-
treme drought. Determining whether these patterns are generaliz-
able to other tropical dry and wet forests is an important question, 
but one that will likely be hampered by the lack of appropriate data 
for other sites. In our study sites, through the availability of long-
term demographic data, extensive databases of functional and hy-
draulic traits for these species collected in this same region (Powers 
& Tiffin, 2010) and assessments of hydrologic niches, we were 
able to identify the most important correlates of tree responses 
to drought. Our data thus fill a critical gap in understanding forest 
mortality. While previous studies highlight the importance of hy-
draulic failure in artificially imposed drought (Rowland et al., 2015), 

or by global meta-analysis (Anderegg et al., 2016), we present data 
from perhaps the most informative of all experimental scenarios: 
a natural, diverse tropical forest system under natural drought. 
Benefitting from the fortuitous occurrence of a major El Niño in 
2015 and the co-occurrence of complementary long-term research 
projects facilitated by research policy in the ACG, we were able to 
clearly identify HSM as the best predictor of interspecific variation 
in mortality during a natural extreme drought event. Importantly, 
this is exactly the type of drought event that is predicted to become 
more frequent in the future across the entire Pacific region. Thus, 
our results carry clear implications for conservation, restoration, 
forestry, and land management in this region. As tropical climates 
become more variable (Feng et al., 2013) and droughts increase in 
severity, seasonally dry forest landscapes and the current tree spe-
cies they support will likely change, which may compromise both 
biodiversity conservation and the capacity of these forests to store 
carbon. Understanding the hydraulic properties of tree species will 
provide a means of predicting changes in forest structure, improv-
ing simulation models of forest dynamics, as well as identifying spe-
cies under threat.
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